Explorer Club Poems

Short:
Stretch your legs out really wide
Explore around from side to side
Look up high explore the sky
Bend down low explore each toe
Stand up breathe in through ur nose time to explore the blank pose

Full:
Stretch your legs out really wide Explore around from side to side
Look up high and then down low Twist around and touch each toe.
Explorers find cool things to see Oh my there’s a lion looking at me!
I let out a lion roar. Isn’t it fun to explore!
Now by the water, I see a boat. And a crocodile! He's doing his float!
Moving my eyes to and fro. Up in the skies I see a crow.
Look up ahead. Don't fall don't fear! You can fly just like the crow, I hear.
What's that I see over the beach? An eagle is flying. "Screech, screech!"
Let's take a walk through tall, tall trees. Stand up straight just like me!
We're explorers! Let's go explore! We found a LOT now let's find more!